The university has started a large grant-in-aid for the purposes of an all university picture which will be sold next year. This picture is an unusual affair and everybody should turn out for it. In the absence of the president, an executive committee is in charge of the project and in order to increase the presence of as many possible all classes the university will be encircled from top to bottom.

The building of the stands for the picture is an innovation and the existing stands are generally considered better cared for than in former years. This will give everybody in ideal a chance to get together in one place and to appreciate partly when the picture was taken simply on the campus. The photo will be taken by a De Nolos photographer who guarantees a good picture.

EMPLOYERS WELFARE DOES WORK IN IOWA

Professor Pierre J. Boudreau on Investigation

Last evening Professor Paul J. Peider read a paper on Employers Welfare Work before the Political Science club at the home of Prof. Boudreau. It was based mainly on investigating bulletins by Prof. Peider last summer under the auspices of the Iowa Mistletoe. Several towns were visited and data was gathered concerning 74 plants in Iowa amounting to 31.68 of a wage scale in a wide range of industries and industrial pursuits.

Employers' welfare work was described as one that requires constant study for its workers, aside from the cooperation of the better with the better, and the correspondence of simple justice in the final results. In the event of a new phenomenon, but it is in our own generation that welfare arrangements have come to the limelight in the country. Recent studies by federal and state organizations and by the state organizations have been illuminating in their processes. Hereinbefore it has been much of the movement in Iowa; and in the present day, as in the present day, we are in search of the breaking of new ground in this Tannensteiner country.

The Iowa State, by the way, is not the only such endeavor. The Federal government has been working in this direction also and has accomplished wonders. Such an endeavor has been given to the general committees on all work.

The main committees are to be the Interdepartmental Research as the committee in charge of music has looked over the orchestra in this city and reported. "Branch" Daniel and other band phonies have already been initiated. The keystone duties are to be in charge of the refreshments.

A very large number of the lanes have been several unusual scenes damn obtained through lightest effects. The program will be at least a million embellished. This is a step aside from the usual custom, else in former years a poor variety of games.

SOPHOMORE COTILLION ARRANGEMENTS MADE

Panel Meeting Has Begun for the Annual Event

The arrangements for the sophomore cotillion have been completed. For the last three weeks the committee has been working industriously to make this affair a grand success. The various committees that have been assigned to the different classes have worked to absolute harmony and have accomplished wonders. Such an endeavor has been given to the general committees on all work.

The main committees are to be the Interdepartmental Research as the committee in charge of music has looked over the orchestra in this city and reported. "Branch" Daniel and other band phonies have already been initiated. The keystone duties are to be in charge of the refreshments.

A very large number of the lanes have been several unusual scenes damn obtained through lightest effects. The program will be at least a million embellished. This is a step aside from the usual custom, else in former years a poor variety of games.

(Continued on Page Four)

JUNIOR PROMENADE, DATE HAS BEEN SET

Prompt Will Be Held at Armour As Music—Has Not Been Selected Yet

The date for the junior promenade has been definitely set and it will be held at the Armour on February 15th. All the committees have been assigned, before and they all readily financed the time between now and the party, their work, their work, their work. As through the society's announcement that the only selection of the committee would be illustrative, better and more elaborate dances. Every mechanical detail of the big party has at this early date been attended to and the work that remains is simply to see that those things are pulled off.

The only big detail of the party that has not been attended to is the selection of a suitable orchestra. This matter has purposely been postponed until the committee in charge of music can source one that will be absolutely satisfactory. The leading orchestra of several of the city's main has been interviewed and no expense or pains will be spared until the best music obtainable has been found.

(Continued on Page Four)
Iowa Town.
To be sure "Old Gold" is inspiring, but we seldom use it, and it is scarcely the title of song that one expects to hear at a gridiron contest. Iowa football has never been characterized by singing, which is unfortunate, for it is exceedingly effective.

We should have a real Iowa song for athletes. "Rambler" is not very good, it grows very tiresome and it is not our own. Iowa has a certain enough talent here to produce what will fill the need, something like the Wisconsin University song, to my mind. Locality and history of the song recently sung by Ann. A competition with a prize for the contribution accepted would probably be the most effective way to get what we want. There is a good chance for some organization to render a real service to Iowa and make a hit in this way, and we urge that it be considered by the faculty or some similar campus organization or the Athletic Association.

KATHERINE EVERTS.

To Be Here Soon.

Famous Reader Will Again Appear Before University of Iowa Audience.

Katharine Jewell Everts will appear here on December 1, under the auspices of the Y. W. C. A. This is the announcement made yesterday afternoon by Miss Louise Barr, secretary of the local association. Miss Everts is well known to the university people, having appeared here two years ago, at which time she appeared under the auspices of the literary societies of the university.

Miss Everts has appeared in title roles of opera, oratorio, and opera, and her talent is recognized by the nation. As a reader she has gained national fame, and it with much pleasure that the students of the university_ were informed of her return.

The entertainment will be held in the liberal arts auditorium. Miss Everts will appear here in a special program. She will appear before the students of Grinnell college on the evening of December 2, and it is because of the Grinnell engagement that it was possible to secure the famous reader at this time.

If you are in the city at that time, please see the famous Miss Everts.
ENGLERT THEATRE
Tuesday and Wednesday
Nov. 24-25
"Love Everlasting"
or
"My Love Shall Never Die"
A sensational 6 reel Photoplay featuring
LYDIA BORELLI, Matinee at 2:30 P.M.,
and
Night 7 and 8:30
Any seat in the house
10 Cents

DEMAND OF THE SEASON
Style Extremely Stylized

Fawn or Gray Top
Patent Colt Vamp and Fox and Leather Louis Heel
All Sizes and Widths
See Them at
Stach Bros.
IOWA CITY, I.A.

Hawkeye Pictures
Will not show the place where you can get the finest picture, the one with real individually appeal to you?
If you add to the studio bucket, the advantage of a really
SPECIAL RATE
not that studio can make the one which
NEWBERG'S
On South Clinton Street.

THE POWER

(Continued from Page One)

CORDER REIE
tapper says
that they helped some at the game Saturday, but they still feel a little strange and scrumpish.

Now that the reason has died we are wondering who Bible will take up in the limelight now. We are sure that he will find some worthy of his efforts.

We received a postal card with a very worthy message on it but it was lost in the shuffle at the office. If the preparator will send a duplicate we will be sure to see it.

CONTRIBUTIONS, B.
Litchfield Joe and Sonny.
Also Hilda.

Reports from Des Moines say that all of the Nebraska runners are not home yet. Which reminds us that so far as we knew the game at Lincoln arrived home several days late last year.

EASY
Nothing but the pictures and they’re moving from
FAMOUS EYE OPENERS
In eleven colored psychology: "I thought you might possibly be interested in this story," that will make up.?
Where’s the contrib.
For the last time we ask the
Kaye to see what they can do at the game, and yet they present diversity

ALL-PURPOSE ELEVEN
Full, Shell (Back) quarterback, Hendrickson (Gus): ends, Ross (Chal-
ky), Hull (Carter); tackles, Coffman, Faster, Hight; (I) guards, Livington (Brooks), Schulte (Hill); center, Schaub, Hendrickson (Pull); fullbacks, believers. Rager Williams
Pete, Furell, Furell. A very close second for quarter-
back has been found in one Gallag-
er, the boy who flies from Clinton. No-
setter will bring the coach to and from the training table which will be opened at the quick-service store after eleven. P. M. Durre will cover all bets.

SOPHOMORE COTILLON
ARRANGEMENTS COMPLETE
(Continued from Page One)
Arts. For the ball at Clinton, No-
setter will bring this to the

BUFFALO MINE BOTTLED EASY

IOWA CITY 1A.
THE HOME OF GOOD SHOES.
SPECIAL SUIT SALE

We have in stock a large assortment of suits and over-coatings which we will sell at a big reduction. All our work is done in our own shops.

JOSEPH SLAVATA
Tailer to Men

RIES' BOOK STORE
Text Books and Supplies

Juniors! PHOTOS for the Hawkeyes are now being taken. SPECIAL RATES given at TOWNSEND'S STUDIO

LADIES EXCLUSIVELY

MODERATE PRICES

...THE CAFETERIA...

We who have "wells-won" wishes.

We have made the Iowa City Cafeteria the very last place to eat, and we also make the smallest, paltry prices for the best food stuffs, served in a style that should

We will deliver every order for 50c. a week, or $5.50 for 12 months. If you are in quest of a better place to eat, then we have a mission, and we bid you try our food and prices. We are sure you will be satisfied.

LADIES NOTICE!

We have now on sale a lot of PERFEET CASTILE shoes in nickel plated brass which sell regular at $2.50, priced for this run at only $1.00.

They make thoughtful Christmas gifts.

SMITH & CILEK
THE HARDWARE